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Composed in the early thirteenth century, Wolfram von Eschenbach's Parzival is the re-creation
and completion of the story left unfinished by its initiator Chrétien de Troyes. It follows Parzival
from his boyhood and career as a knight in the court of King Arthur to his ultimate achievement
as King of the Temple of the Grail, which Wolfram describes as a life-giving Stone. As a knight
serving the German nobility in the imperial Hohenstauffen period, the author was uniquely
placed to describe the zest and colour of his hero's world, with dazzling depictions of courtly
luxury, jousting and adventure. Yet this is not simply a tale of chivalry, but an epic quest for
spiritual education, as Parzival must conquer his ignorance and pride and learn humility before
he can finally win the Holy Grail.

About the AuthorWolfram von Eschenbach was the greatest of the medieval German poets. Very
little is known about his life, but it is generally accepted that he belonged to a Bavarian family of
lower nobility. He probably died between 1220 and 1230. A.T. Hatto has translated Tristan and
The Nibelungenlied for Penguin Classics.
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Pages 6 - 14 are not included in this sample. Pages 21 - 448 are not included in this
sample.
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Peter Reeve, “Beneath the medieval skin. Hatto gives his usual accurate, precise and elegant
English prose rendering of this classic German epic poem of the early 13th century.Wolfram's
Parzival is a more coherent and well-structured narrative than the Niebelungenlied, and is more
courtly and refined than the Icelandic sagas of the same era. It is a lively, colorful insight into
13th century European culture. This, along with its place in the evolution of the Arthurian and
Grail legends, is its main source of interest to modern readers.Wolfram is particularly
knowledgeable about military affairs and you can learn a lot from this story about what it was like
(or supposed to be like) to be a knight at the time.The Grail of this story is a stone. In Chretien's
earlier story, on which Wolfram's is based, the Grail was a bowl. In other stories, it doubles as
the cup used by Jesus at the Last Supper and the vessel used to catch the dripping blood at the
crucifixion. In our own time it has served as a boon to conspiracy theorists and an excuse to
cast Sean Connery in an Indiana Jones movie. Next...well, who knows what's next?Parzival
combines folk traditions - the Grail's power of providing unlimited food and drink is a favorite folk
motif, most famously with the magic porridge pot - with knightly adventure, and adds a dash of
mysticism. It is no more than a dash, and I think subsequent commentators have read too much
into this aspect. Certainly it is a coming-of-age story and a tale of redemption, but the spiritual
edifice that has since been built around it seems to me a bit of a stretch. At the time of writing
this review, youth counselors in Britain are using Parzival as an allegory to teach the true
meaning of manhood. Good luck to them.Although Parzival does not have the continuity errors
of the Niebelungenlied, individual sentences are sometimes mangled beyond comprehension.
Presumably they sounded more acceptable when recited as poetry. Hatto wisely avoids the
temptation to tidy these passages up and translates them warts and all.History books can only
take us so far in an understanding of a previous age. To get beneath the skin, to understand the
anxieties, hopes, prejudices and beliefs of the people who lived then, we must share the stories
that they told. In Parzival, we see how medieval man related to his own masculinity, his fellow
man, his womenfolk and his god.”

Sacred Chapel, “This was referenced in Ancient X-Files. Ancient X-Files series -accessible on
NETFLIX at the moment.season 1 episode 1 "The Holy Grail" & te labyrinth --2 shoes in each
episodeBTW season 1 episode 2 has The Blood of Christ--there is a small amount of blood on
the face cloth--which they test with modern technology--there is only the DNA of the mother.
AB.The book is not about the Holy Grail (cup) but the Fisher King. Oddly, the book has clues
about the Monastery where the Valencia Chalice was kept in Spain in 3rd century. --the story
takes you to that monastery-it has a slightly different translation of the name, and they are
allowed to down to the basement where the grail was kept, and where "living water" flowed down
one of the walls for a baptism.The steps where the book describes a passageway from the
basement to the main hall --that was bricked off but still there.Of course, the Chalice is no longer



there but in Valencia--behindi bullet proof glass :)I just find it fascinating.. :) Oh and on the
internet you can find excellent summaries of each chapter, so you can flip through to any part of
the story you would like. I have my favorites. Of course Le Morte de Arthur has The Questing
Beast which I loved. It gave the Quester something to live for, and the Quester gave the Beast a
reason for living.”

K, “Occult Roots of Wolfram's Parzival. Yes, the Gral is a stone cast down from heaven with
magical powers. Put this information together with physicist Nassim Haramein's speculations
about the Ark of the Covenant, and we're right on the trail that Otto Rahn (the real life Indiana
Jones) was tracking down in the Sabarthes nearly 100 years ago.Also, ample evidence is
supplied by this 13th century minnesinger (singers of love, referencing minerva or venus) that
freemasonry does indeed have roots that predate the 14th century. Wolfram makes sure that
Parzival's father is slain before his son's birth to a widow, but not before he also sires a child in
the middle east who is born with mottled black and white skin.Would that i could read Middle
German! Scholars should be able to tell if indeed this was an orally recited/sung poem. Oral
poetry that is written down by scribes has a repetitive nature. "He ran and ran and ran," for
example, rather than the descriptive "He ran for a long time" typical of a written composition.And
I'm still waiting for one of Rick Tarnas' student at CIIS or Pacifica to make a study of the
astrological aspects in this tale which have been wholly ignored. This is an important work, not
only for the sheer beauty of the story, but for the historically significant information that has been
encoded for eyes who can truly see.”

Jj Pieterse, “The story line itself has got boring parts where the writing seems to stagnate a
bit .... A classic journey of a hero which still resounds with the sense of human endeavour to
discover. The story filled with romance and knightly chivalry is charming at times and emerges
one in experienceing what life must have been in the days of early knighthood when one still
fought for the honour of a lady. Battle is part of everyday life and one keeps going until defeated.
The story line itself has got boring parts where the writing seems to stagnate a bit but overall it is
a delightful story that can be still appreciated in a modern context.”

Chris, “Really wish that Walter Kauffman would have been able to get to this beautiful epic
poem. I do not know if it is the translator or Eschenbach himself, but the amount of ten dollar
words used is ridiculous. I am going to guess that since Eschenbach only had a rudimentary
education - translator talks about this in the introduction - it was the translator that did this. Really
wish that Walter Kauffman would have been able to get to this beautiful epic poem.”

Oli 101, “Arm3tis. A most excellent read. We are all Parzival... Thankyou all for your support”

Elizabeth Nobbs, “Complete Parzival test.. It's a good version. I am collecting various
translations of the German Parzival and comparing them with translaions of the French version.



Useful introduction also.”

Julia, “Excellent. arrived promptly and lovely value”

Ebook Library Reader, “Fantastic translation. Maintains a gripping narrative.. Well translated,
records a good index. Easy to digest. Do not be put off by the age off the original - it stands up
strong and is a gripping read.”

The book has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 125 people have provided feedback.
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